
4. IV & Matching – Estimating the return to college for men using college proximity

For this exercise you will use data from Card (1995) which are available here:

. use http://www.stata.com/data/jwooldridge/eacsap/card

Card estimates the return to education using the following equation

lwage = δeduc+ controls+u (1)

To address potential omitted variable bias, Card instrumented years of schooling (educ) with college proximity
(near4c), while controlling for experience, experience squard, back, smsa, smsa66, south, and 8 regional dummies:
reg662- reg669

1. You will investigate the return to college using OLS, where college is defined a having more than 12 years of
schooling.

(a) Provide and discuss some relevant descriptive statistics.

(b) Estimate the average return to college using OLS and interpret your result.

(c) Now add an interaction between the black & college indicator variables. What is the estimated return
for black and non-black men? Can you reject that they are equal?

(d) Estimate the average return to college using OLS separately for black men and non-black men and
compare your results to (c).

(e) Regress log wages on the full set of control variables for all non-college educated men. Use this
regression to estimate the counterfactual log wage. Calculate the average effect of college on log wages
for all college educated men, and also separately for black and non-black college educated men.

(f) Repeat (e) but base the counterfactual estimates on separate regressions for black and non-black men.
Compare your results to those in (e).

2. You will investigate the return to college using 2SLS.

(a) Estimate

i. the return to college for the whole sample.

ii. the race specific return to college on the whole sample using 2SLS.

iii. the return to college using 2SLS separately by race.

and compare your results to those obtained using OLS in excercise 1.

(b) Investigate the relevance of your instruments in (a).

(c) Perform the Hausman test of exogeneity for the pooled return to college estimate.

You also know whether people had a library card at age 14 (libcrd14).

(d) Is this a relevant instrument? Does this satisfy i) the exogeneity assumption and ii) the exclusion
restriction?

(e) Estimate the return to college by race using the library card variable as an instrument and discuss your
results in the light of your previous results.

(f) You have two instruments and one endogenous regressor. Perform a Sargan test and be explicit about
your assumptions and the null hypothesis your are testing.



3. You will investigate the return to college for black men using matching. You will use -psmatch2- (a Stata
matching program), which you can install as follows

. ssc install psmatch2

(a) Estimate the propensity score and compare its distribution between college (=treated) and non-college
educated (=untreated) men using -hist-. Do you need to worry about common support for i) the average
treatment effect on the treated? the average treatment effect on the untreated?

(b) Match treated to untreated individuals using nearest neighbor matching as follows (read the help file of
-psmatch2-)

. psmatch2 college control_vars_here

You first want to ensure that you are balancing the X’s. You can use

. pstest control_vars_here

experiment with your specification (higher order terms, interactions) until you are satisfied with the
balancing of the X’s of the controls (in terms of their similarity to the treated).

(c) Match without replacement (option -noreplace-). How does this affect the quality of your matching?

(d) Estimate the ATT using your specification in (c).

(e) Explain what you need to assume if you want to give your matching estimate a causal interpretation.

(f) Estimate the ATN using your specification in (c).

(g) Repeat (c) and (d) by imposing common support through a caliper of 0.01 (check option -caliper-)

(h) How do kernel and local linear regression matching estimates compare to those obtained in (f)?


